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Abstract—Graphs are commonly used to represent objects,
such as images and text, for pattern classification. In a dynamic
world, an object may continuously evolve over time, and so does
the graph extracted from the underlying object. These changes
in graph structure with respect to the temporal order present a
new representation of the graph, in which an object corresponds
to a set of time-variant graphs. In this paper, we formulate
a novel time-variant graph classification task and propose a
new graph feature, called a graph-shapelet pattern, for learning
and classifying time-variant graphs. Graph-shapelet patterns are
compact and discriminative graph transformation subsequences. A
graph-shapelet pattern can be regarded as a graphical extension
of a shapelet – a class of discriminative features designed for
vector-based temporal data classification. To discover graph-
shapelet patterns, we propose to convert a time-variant graph
sequence into time-series data and use the discovered shapelets
to find graph transformation subsequences as graph-shapelet
patterns. By converting each graph-shapelet pattern into a unique
tokenized graph transformation sequence, we can measure the
similarity between two graph-shapelet patterns and therefore
classify time-variant graphs. Experiments on both synthetic and
real-world data demonstrate the superior performance of the
proposed algorithms.
Index Terms—Graph, Time-Variant Subgraph, Graph-
Shapelet Pattern, Classification.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graph classification is an important branch of data mining
research, given that much structured and semi-structured data
can be represented as graphs. Images [1], [2], text [3], [4], [5],
fault diagnosis [6], decision making [7] and biological data
[8], [9] present just a few examples. The main challenge in
graph classification is that graphs do not have vectorial features
directly available for classification, therefore traditional vector-
based classifiers such as support vector machines (SVM) are
not applicable. Research efforts in this area have focused on
extracting discriminative substructures from graph data, so that
graphs can be represented as vectorial features for learning
and classification. One of the most widely used methods
extracts frequent subgraph patterns as discriminative features,
and many studies have shown that this approach achieves good
performance [10], [11], [12].
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Time-Variant Graph Representation for Information Propagation 
Outbreak
Non-Outbreak
Fig. 1. An example of a time-variant graph representation for large-scale
information propagation. The information propagation can be regarded as
a series of individual graphs. At different time periods, both the vertex
volume and the graph structure are diverse, i.e., the information propagation
is a process that takes place on the graph. The information propagation
outbreak prediction aims to build a time-variant graph classification solution to
accurately differentiate an outbreak time-variant graph (the entire row above)
from a non-outbreak time-variant graph (the entire row below).
Despite positive results for many applications [13], [14],
using discriminative subgraph pattern as features is based on
a strict assumption that graph data are static and that frequent
subgraph patterns are obtainable. However, time-variant graph
data generated from dynamic graphs has recently entered
the domain, for example, for the information propagation of
graphs (i.e. a series of graphs in time series). If the information
propagation in time windows is analyzed, a sequence of graphs
showing information propagation over time, where the target
is to predict the class label that describes the outbreak or
non-outbreak of an information propagation record, as shown
in Fig. 1. A sudden increase in occurrences of information
propagated over social media in a particular time and place
is known as outbreak information propagation [15]. In other
words, outbreak occurs when information is propagated to a
large audience in a very short time (e.g., a common case of
outbreak is rumor or malicious information diffusion [16]). At
a specific point in time, the status of the information diffusion
is a graph, but over time the graph is diverse. Therefore, an
information diffusion at different stages forms a time-variant
graph. As both the vertex volumes and structure keep changing
in each time-variant graph, outbreak information propagation
is characterized by a number of special structures that can be
modeled as graph-shapelet patterns.
In this paper, we refer to a sequence of graphs with a strict
temporal order as a time-variant graph, e.g., an entire row in
Fig. 1 or 4. A time-variant graph can be used to characterize
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the changing nature of a structured object. For example, a
chemical compound [8] can be represented as a graph. By
varying the temperature or other environmental conditions,
the structure of the chemical compound with respect to each
changed condition can be recorded, and a set of graphs
(i.e. a time-variant graph) will capture its evolution. This
representation is much more comprehensive and more accurate
than simply representing a chemical compound as a single
static graph.
In time-variant graph classification, frequent subgraph pat-
terns are very difficult to find because it is necessary to
consider both the graph structure space and the temporal
correlations to find subgraph candidates for validation. The
search space becomes infinite and hence unlikely to yield
stable structures. Secondly, the distance between subgraph
patterns may change irregularly over time, therefore even
though a relatively large threshold parameter could be set
to mine frequent subgraph patterns, the resulting set may be
empty.
Although there are many works on graph stream classifi-
cation [17], [18], these works typically assume that graphs
are independent of one another and flow in a stream fashion.
As a result, subgraph features are still applicable because
the structure of each graph is static and the static graph
distribution assumption and satisfactory empirical results have
been reported [19]. However, in time-variant graph classifi-
cation, the entire graph data changes over time and therefore
obtaining stable subgraph features is unlikely. New types of
graph patterns are needed as features for time-variant graph
classification.
In this paper, we outline a new class of graph patterns,
called graph-shapelet patterns, that can be used as features
for time-variant graph classification. Graph-shapelet patterns
are inspired by the shapelets in [20], which were proposed as
discriminative features for time-variant data stream classifica-
tion. Shapelets are compact and discriminative subsequences
that significantly reduce the time and space required for time-
variant data classification [21], [22]. However, all the existing
time series issues fall into either univariate or multi-variate
problems. They ignore the structural information behind time
sequences that can be represented as graphs.
The design of graph-shapelet patterns requires a graph se-
quential pattern mining to be grafted onto time series shapelet
pattern mining. The main technical challenges include:
• Challenge #1: From the time series shapelet pattern
mining viewpoint, existing shapelet pattern mining is
only based on univariant/multi-variant time series data.
Extending existing shapelet pattern mining algorithms to
time-variant graphs is the first challenge, and requires
downscaling a graph sequence into a univariant/multi-
variant time series by designing a graph statistics, which
can minimize information loss during the conversion of
a graph into a univaraint/multivariant time series.
• Challenge #2: From the graph sequence mining view-
point, existing graph sequence mining aims to find fre-
quent transformation subsequences directly from graph
sequences by using graph edit similarity, which measures
the similarity between two neighboring graphs. However,
such methods are unscalable to the large sets of graph
sequences which commonly occur in dynamic graphs.
Moreover, these graph sequence mining algorithms can-
not always guarantee that the frequent graph transfor-
mation subsequences are discriminative transformation
subsequences for graph classification. Therefore, how to
design a scalable algorithm that can extend existing graph
sequence mining algorithms to discover discriminative
transformation subsequences is the second challenge.
• Challenge #3: From the application viewpoint, time-
variant graphs have the potential to represent large and
dynamic graph data. How to evaluate the performance of
the proposed method by collecting persuasive data sets
and designing proper benchmark methods is the third
challenge.
In this paper, we propose a new class of graph patterns,
graph-shapelet patterns, as features for time-variant graph
classification. Graph-shapelet patterns are compact and dis-
criminative graph transformation subsequences that can be
used to classify graph sequences. Technically, to solve these
challenges, we first convert a graph sequence into a time series
using fast graph statistics. Then, we extract shapelets from the
converted time series by using a traditional shapelets mining
algorithms. Next, we locate the graph subsequences that match
the shapelets from the original graph sequences. Each graph
subsequence corresponds to a unique graph transformation
subsequence based on our new graph transformation rules.
At the last step, we extract the most discriminative graph
transformation subsequences as graph-shapelets based on their
graph edit similarity. Experiments on both synthetic and real-
world data demonstrate the performance of the proposed
algorithms.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Related
works are reviewed in Section II. Section III presents the
preliminaries with key definitions. Section IV introduces the
proposed graph-shapelet pattern based classifier. Section V re-
ports the experimental results, with discussion being conducted
in Section VI. We conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
The increasing availability of structured data holds great
potential for knowledge discovery from graph data. Generally,
real graphs tend to be time-variant graphs with time changes.
However, one of the difficulties when classifying time-variant
graphs is converting the graph data into a format that allows
the extraction of effective features for graph classification.
Exploring new graph features is a persistent research fo-
cus in the graph data mining community, and many feature
extraction methods have been proposed [13], [14]. Existing
graph classification approaches can be roughly categorized
into two groups: 1) distance based methods that include a
pairwise similarity measure between two graphs, such as graph
kernel [23], graph embedding [24], [25], [26], [27], graph
matching [28], [29], and transformation [30], [31], [32]; and 2)
subgraph feature based methods that identify significant sub-
graphs as signatures for one particular class. For example, the
work in [33] proposed to the extraction of subgraph structural
information for classification. The work in [34] formulated the
subgraph selection problem as a combinatorial optimization
problem and used heuristic rules and a combination of frequent
subgraph mining algorithms such as gSpan [35] to find the
subgraph features. Some boosting methods, such as [36], [37]
use individual subgraph features as weak classifiers to build an
ensemble for graph classification, yet none of these methods
consider the dynamic property of graphs.
Several graph stream mining methods have recently been
proposed that address the streaming feature challenge. The
work in [38] proposed a grafting algorithm based on a stage-
wise gradient descent approach for streaming feature selection.
[39] studied streaming feature selection and proposed two
novel algorithms based on streamwise regression, information
investing and alpha investing. The work in [40] developed a
new, adaptive complexity penalty, the Information Investing
Criterion (IIC), to the model to dynamically adjust the thresh-
old of the entropy reduction required for adding a new feature.
In [18], a graph ensemble boosting approach was proposed
to handle the imbalance in noisy graph stream classification.
Again, these graph streaming methods ignore the dynamic
nature of graph sequences.
Discriminative features for temporal data classification
have been studied extensively [41], [42], [43]. Examples
include bursts [44], periods [45], anomalies [46], motifs [47],
shapelets [20] and discords [48]. Time series shapelets have
recently attracted increased interest in data mining [49], [50],
[51], because shapelets are usually much shorter than the
original time series, which allows us to use a single shapelet
for classification instead of the entire data set. Shapelets were
first proposed by [20] as time-series segments that maximally
predict the target variable, however the runtime of brute-force
shapelet discovery is not feasible due to the large number
of candidates. A series of speed-boosting techniques, such
as early abandonment of distance computations and entropy
pruning of the information gain metric, have therefore been
proposed [20]. The work in [21] relies on the reuse of
computations and pruning of the search space to speed up the
discovery of shapelets. [22] proposed a novel method which
learns near-to-optimal shapelets directly, without the need to
search exhaustively among a pool of candidates extracted from
time-series segments. Nevertheless, all the time series issues
addressed fall into either the univariate or multivariate problem
category, and ignore the structural information behind a time
series which could be represented by graphs.
The work in [52] proposes a method to mine frequent
subsequences from graph sequence data. However, our work
is different. First, [52] focuses on frequent graph transfor-
mation sequence pattern mining rather than a classification
problem. Therefore, it does not consider the label of each
graph sequence. Second, it initially transfers the whole graph
sequences to transformation sequences and then mines the
frequent patterns. However, this method is only efficient for
small time-variant graph data sets since the search space tends
to be too large for large-scale data sets (such as outbreak infor-
mation propagation). Instead of generating the transformation
sequences from the whole data set directly, our method first
finds discriminative graph subsequences (graph-shapelets) to
reduce the transformation space. Finally, we use real-world
information propagation to evaluate our proposed approach in
the experimental section. We first model the information prop-
agation as time-variant graph and then classify the outbreak
diffusion from a non-outbreak diffusion. However, [52] is not
applicable to this problem.
In summary, this work advances the state-of-the-art by
combining existing research in graph sequence mining and
time series shapelet mining to extract graph-shapelets for time-
variant graph classification.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PRELIMINARIES
A. Problem Definition
Definition 1: (Graph) For a time-variant graph gi, each
graph g(j)i is represented as g
(j)
i = (V, E), where V =
{v1, · · · , vz} is a set of vertices, E = {(v, v′)|(v, v′) ∈ V×V}
is a set of edges. V(g(j)i ), E(g(j)i ) are sets of vertices and edges
of g(j)i .
Definition 2: (Time-Variant Graph) A time-variant
graph (i.e., graph sequence) is represented by
gi = 〈g(1)i · · · g(j)i · · · g(m)i 〉, where the superscript represents
the temporal order of the graph (e.g., g(1)i ) in the sequence,
and each time-variant gi is assigned a label Li.
Definition 3: (Sub-Time-Variant Graph) For a time-variant
graph (i.e., graph sequence) gi = 〈g(1)i · · · g(m)i 〉, a sub-time-
variant graph g′i = 〈g(k)i · · · g(m
′)
i 〉 is a fragment of a time-
variant graph, where 1 ≤ k ≤ m′ ≤ m.
Given a set of time-variant graphs G = {g1, · · · , gn},
time-variant graph classification aims to learn classification
models from G to accurately predict previously unseen time-
variant graphs with maximum accuracy. For simplicity, we
only consider binary time-variant graph classification tasks.
Since an information propagation graph sequence is a special
case of a time-variant graph, we use information propagation
as an example of a time-variant graph. Thus, the specific classi-
fication task is to predict an outbreak information propagation
from a non-outbreak information propagation.
B. Preliminaries
In this subsection, we formally define notations and intro-
duce time series data and graph transformation subsequences.
We state the distance between the time-variant graphs and
the two approaches to convert the time-variant graphs into
graph transformation sequences. Fig. 2 shows a toy example
of the given definitions and the proposed approaches. The main
operations used in the graph dynamic changes are defined in
Table I.
Since the proposed method is related to time series
shapelets, and the shapelet is from time series segments, we
first give some prior knowledge on time series segments and
shapelets to better understand the proposed approach.
Time series segments. Consider a sliding window of length
t: a set of segments can be obtained when the window slides
along a time series. For time series xj ∈X , we can generate
a total of q− t+1 segments by sliding the window from x(1)j
to x(q−t+1)j . Thus, for the entire time series X , there is a total
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set of time-variant graphs (detailed in Section IV-B), where shapelets are discovered using shapelet pattern mining algorithms. The graph-shapelet patterns
(discriminative graph transformation sequences) are then relocated by calculating the graph edit similarity (as in Definition 5) between shapelet patterns which
match a set of graph subsequences. To make the above illustration clear, we use this example through Examples 1 ∼ 4.
of (q − t+ 1)× n segments, i.e., Ω = [ϕ1, · · · , ϕ(q−t+1)×n]
where each ϕj ∈ Ω denotes a segment. Each element s(j,k)
is the distance between time series xj and segment ϕk. It
can be defined as the differential minimum distance that
approximately denotes the minimum distance between the time
series and the segment. Note that the segment length t  q,
and the number of segments (q − t+ 1)× n is very large.
Shapelets. Shapelets are defined as the most discriminative
subsequences (segments) of time series that can best predict
the target variable. Shapelets can capture inherent structures
of time series, contributing to a high prediction of accuracy
as explainable features [20]. Therefore, time series segments
are shapelet candidates, and we can use Ω as the feature
space for shapelet selection. To represent each time series
xj ∈ X in the space Ω, we use a column vector si =
[si,1, · · · , s(i,(q−t+1)×n)] to record x′js feature values, where
each element si,j depends on a distance function between xj
and segment ϕj ∈ Ω, i.e., si,j = d(xi,ϕj). This way, the
time series data set X can be represented by a data matrix
S = [s1, s2, · · · , sn] ∈ R(q−t+1)×n,n, where each column
vector sj represents a time series xj in space Ω.
We propose the graph-shapelet by borrowing the idea of
shapelets in the time series. The similarity between time
series and time-variant graphs is that they are time-related
sequential data, whereas the difference at each time point is
numerical value in a time series and a graph in a time-variant
graph. Therefore, we can calculate the Euclidian distance after
learning about shapelets from the time series. In contrast, we
can calculate the edit similarity after learning about graph-
shapelets from time-variant graphs.
In a time-variant graph gi, we assume that vertices v and
v′ represent different objects (e.g., users) in g(j)i . We define a
TABLE I
OPERATION DEFINITIONS
v+
(j,k)
u
¬∃v ∈ V(g(j)i ) s.t. id(v) = u and
∃v′ ∈ V(g(j+1)i ) s.t. id(v′) = u}
v−(j,k)u
∃v ∈ V(gki ) s.t. id(v) = u,
¬∃(v1, v2) ∈ E(g(k)i ) s.t. (id(v1) = u) ∨ (id(v2) = u)
and ¬∃v′ ∈ V(gk+1i ) s.t. id(v′) = u}
e+
(j,k)
(u1,u2)
¬∃(v1, v2) ∈ E(g(j)i ), ∃v1 ∈ V(g(j)i ),
∃v2 ∈ V(g(j)i ) s.t.(id(v1) = u1) ∧ (id(v2) = u2) and
∃(v′1, v′2) ∈ E(g(j+1)i )s.t.(id(v′1 = u1) ∧ (id(v′2 = u2)
e−(j,k)
(u1,u2)
¬∃(v1, v2) ∈ E(g(j)i ), s.t.(id(v1) = u1) ∧ (id(v2) = u2)
and ¬∃(v′1, v′2) ∈ E(g(j+1)i ), ∃v′1 ∈ V(gj+1i ),
∃v′2 ∈ V(g(j+1)i ) s.t.(id(v′1 = u1) ∧ (id(v′2 = u2)
∗: k is the index of operation in a transformation sequence.
set of unique IDs ID(V) and pairs of unique IDs ID(E) as:
ID(V) = {id(v)|v ∈ ∪
g
(j)
i ∈gi
V(g(j)i )},
ID(E) = {(id(v), id(v′))|(v, v′) ∈ ∪
g
(j)
i ∈gi
E(g
(j)
i )}.
A transformation from g(k)i to g
(k+1)
i is represented by op
k
gi ,
and opkgi = 〈op(k,1)gi · · · op(k,lk)gi 〉 with lk denoting the length
of opkgi , is a series of transformations such as insertions and
deletions of vertices and edges between neighboring graphs,
e.g., v+, e+, e−, v−.
Definition 4: (Graph Transformation Sequence and Graph
Transformation Subsequence) Given a time-variant graph gi =
〈g(1)i · · · g(m)i 〉, the corresponding graph transformation se-
quence can be denoted as ts(gi) = 〈op1gi · · · op(m−1)gi 〉, with
ts(g′i) = 〈op1g′i · · · op
(m′−1)
g′i
〉 denoting a subsequence of ts(gi).
ts(g′i) ⊆ ts(gi),m′ ≤ m, iff ∀opk
′
g′i
∈ ts(g′i), 1 ≤ k′ ≤
m′ − 1,∃opkgi ∈ ts(gi), 1 ≤ k ≤ m− 1; opk
′
g′i
= opkgi holds.
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Fig. 3. A concept view of the proposed time-variant graph classification framework. We first explore univariate time series from time-variant graphs via a
sample kernel method in each graph (step 1©, Section IV-B). Then, we find shapelet patterns from the time series by using shapelet pattern mining (step 2©,
Section IV-C). Next, we locate the sub-time-variant graphs that match the shapelet patterns from the original time-variant graphs (step 3©, Section IV-D). Note
that each sub-time-variant graph corresponds to a unique graph transformation subsequence by the proposed time-variant graph representation approach. At
the last step, we calculate the graph edit similarity between graph transformation subsequences and find the most discriminative transformation subsequences
as graph-shapelet patterns (step 4©, IV-E). Step 5© shows the process of time-variant graph prediction.
We can use time series subsequences to locate sub-time-
variant graphs which are potential graph-shapelets. To predict
a new testing time-variant graph, we can also convert it to
a transformation sequence to compare the distances of time-
variant graphs by calculating the distance of their correspond-
ing transformation sequences.
In Fig. 2, for a time-variant graph gi, when its individual
graph g(1)i changes to g
(2)
i , the corresponding transformation
sequence is op1gi = 〈e −(1,1)(1,2) v−(1,2)1 〉, where superscripts
(1, 1) and (1, 2) represent the first and second graph operations
changing from graph g(1)i to g
(2)
i . e− and v− represent the
removal of an edge and a vertex. The order of the operations
subscripts (1, 2) and 1 represent that we remove an edge from
the vertex of ID 1 to ID 2, and remove a vertex of ID 1.
Similarly, op2gi = 〈v +(2,1)5 e+(2,2)(2,5) e+(2,3)(3,5)〉.
Example 1: A sub-time-variant graph 〈g(1)i g(2)i g(3)i 〉 gener-
ates a graph transformation sequence 〈e−(1,1)(1,2) v−(1,2)1 v+(2,1)5
e+
(2,2)
(2,5) e+
(2,3)
(3,5)〉 as shown in Fig. 2, so we can also generate
its transformation subsequence 〈v−(1,2)1 e+(2,2)(2,5) e+(2,3)(3,5)〉 with
e+
(2,3)
(3,5) denoting the edge adding operation between vertices
3 and 5.
Definition 5: (Edit Similarity) For two graph transforma-
tion sequences ts(gi) and ts(gj), we use Sim(ts(gi), ts(gj))
to denote the Edit Similarity for measuring their similar-
ity. ts(gi) = 〈op1gi · · · op(m−1)gi 〉, 1 ≤ k ≤ m − 1, with
opkgi = 〈op(k,1)gi · · · op(k,lk)gi 〉 with lk denoting the length
of opkgi . Sim(ts(gi), ts(gj)) =
∑
k,v
lk∑
p=1
lv∑
q=1
~(k,p),(v,q)(i,j) , where
~(k,p),(v,q)(i,j) = I(op
(k,p)
gi = op
(v,q)
gj ), I(·) is 1 if the condition
inside is true; otherwise, 0.
Example 2: In Fig. 2, the graph transformation sequence for
the graph-shapelets of class A is 〈v +(2,1)5 e +(2,2)(2,5) e+(2,3)(3,5)〉,
denoted by ts(gi). The graph transformation sequence of
the corresponding sub-time-variant graph in the testing time-
variant graph is 〈v+(2,1)5 e+(2,2)(1,5) e+(2,3)(2,5) e+(2,4)(2,8)〉, denoted by
ts(gt), Sim(ts(gi), ts(gt)) = 2 because of the same sequential
operations. In our method, we calculate the graph edit distance
[53] by using graph edit similarity.
When comparing two operations, we ignore their super-
scripts. For example, e+(2,3)(2,5) = e+
(2,2)
(2,5). We use sliding
windows to extract time series subsequences.
Definition 6: (Graph-Shapelet Pattern) From a given time-
variant graph data set G, G can be categorized into two classes:
outbreak and non-outbreak. The graph-shapelet pattern is a
graph transformation subsequence (Definition 4) which can
maximally identify an outbreak time-variant graph from a non-
outbreak time-variant graph by maximizing the edit similarity
Definition 5.
Graph-shapelet patterns can be taken as a graphical ex-
tension of the traditional shapelets used in time series clas-
sification. From the time series classification viewpoint, our
study extends the univariate and multi-variant time series
data classification into time-variant graph classification where
at each time stamp we obtain a graph instead of a single
variable or a vector. As shown in Fig. 4, graph-shapelet
patterns are compact and discriminative graph transformation
subsequences extracted from a sequence of graph data that
describes graph transformation patterns. The graph-shapelet
TABLE II
SYMBOLS AND NOTATIONS
Symbols Descriptions
T time series
ts transformation sequence
op transformation operation
lk the length of opkgi
m,m′ the length of time-variant graph gi
and sub-time-variant graph g′i
A,B class label
V,E vertex and edge sets
Vv+, Vv− a set of vertex insertions and deletions
Ee+, Ee− a set of edge insertions and deletions
vertex insertion
v+
(j,k)
u
insert a vertex of ID u into
g
(j)
i which leads to g
(j+1)
i
vertex deletion
v−(j,k)u
delete an isolated vertex of ID u in
g
(j)
i which leads to g
(j+1)
i
edge insertion
e+
(j,k)
(u1,u2)
insert an edge between two vertices
u1 and u2 into g
(j)
i and obtain g
(j+1)
i
edge deletion
e−(j,k)u
delete an edge between two vertices
u1 and u2 in g
(j)
i to obtain g
(j+1)
i
∗: k is the index of operation in a transformation sequence.
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Fig. 4. An illustration of graph-shapelet patterns. Graph-shapelet patterns are
compact and discriminative graph transformation subsequences that describe
the graph transformation patterns shared in the same class of time-variant
graphs, e.g. two time-variant graphs (the two entire rows above) with the
outbreak labels. When we explore a univariate time series from a time-variant
graph, we can see that the location of a graph-shapelet pattern is consistent
with that of a shapelet in time series (detailed in Section IV-B). In this case,
graph-shapelet patterns can be used for time-variant graph prediction such as
dynamic graph outbreak prediction.
patterns, although they looks similar to the frequent graph
subsequences proposed in graph sequence mining [52], are
discriminative graph subsequences that can differentiate two
classes of graph sequences with high accuracy. In contrast,
frequent graph subsequences do not contain the class label
information and thus are not helpful for time-variant graph
classification.
When converting time-variant graphs to transformation se-
quences, we use the following strategies to represent the time-
variant graphs and make the transformation sequences between
two successive graphs unique.
Strategy 1: (The Admissibility). When transforming two
successive graphs to a transformation sequence, we fix the
transformation order is fixed to make it unique, such that an
insertions has precedence over a deletion, vertex insertion has
precedence over edge insertion, while edge deletion has prece-
dence over vertex deletion. Consequently, the transformation
strategy between two successive graphs g(j), g(i) is as follows:
v+(j,k)u1 ≺ e+(j,k
′)
(u1,u2)
, e+
(j,k)
(u1,u2)
≺ e−(j,k′)(u1,u2), e−
(j,k)
(u1,u2)
≺ v−(j,k′)u1
where k < k′. The definitions of
v+
(j,k)
u , v−(j,k)u , e+(j,k)(u1,u2), e−
(j,k)
(u1,u2)
are illustrated in
Table I.
In terms of the same operation with different IDs, we use
a lexicographic order to generate a unique sequence, e.g.,
v+
(1,1)
1 ≺ v+(1,2)2 .
Strategy 2: (The Representation). Since all operations be-
tween two successive graphs can be enumerated as edge
insertion, edge deletion, vertex insertion, and vertex deletion,
results in any time-variant graph can be represented by the
four operations in Table I with a given initial g(1)i [52].
Table II summarizes major notations used in the paper.
Algorithm 1 SubTVG: Sub-time-variant graph candidates
Input:
G: A set of time-variant graphs;
l: Length of graph-shapelet patterns;
Output:
G′: Graph subsequence candidates;
1: D ← Apply G to obtain corresponding time series D;
2: cSet← ∅; // Time series candidates with length l
//Generate time series candidate with length l
3: for t in D do
4: Slt ← Extract time series subsequence with length l
from t
5: cSet← cSet⋃Slt;
6: end for
7: Shapelets ← Apply cSet to D based on shapelet
mining[20].
8: Record the Shapelet locations in each time series
9: for each gi in G do
10: g′i ← Apply recoded Shaplelet locations to the related
sub-time-variant graphs in gi;
11: G′ = G′⋃ g′i
12: end for
13: return G′
IV. THE PROPOSED METHOD
A. The Overall Framework
Fig. 3 shows the framework of our method which first
explore a univariate time series from each time-variant graph
via a simple kernel method (Section IV-B). We then calculate
shapelets from the time series using shapelets mining (Sec-
tion IV-C). After that, sub-time-variant graphs that match the
shapelets from the original time-variant graphs are located.
Each sub-time-variant graph corresponds to a unique graph
transformation subsequence by applying the Admissibility
strategy and the Representation strategy. In the last step, we
calculate the graph edit similarity between graph transforma-
tion subsequences and find the most discriminative transfor-
mation subsequences as graph-shapelets (Section IV-D).
B. Graph-Shapelet Pattern Location
Although many methods exist to find shapelets for time
series classification, it is very challenging to restore sub-time-
variant graphs from the time series shapelets. To address this
challenge, we record the locations of time series segments
that have the minimum Euclidean distance, while introducing
a transformation of time-variant graphs to the time series.
We first design a kernel method to explore time-series
information ti = {t(1)i , · · · , t(m)i } from a time-variant graph
gi, K
(j)
ti = Nn(g
(j)
i )+Ne(g
(j)
i ), where Nn(g
(j)
i ) and Ne(g
(j)
i )
denotes the statistical information of the vertices and edges in
an individual graph g(j)i at time j with 1 ≤ j ≤ m. After that,
efficient shapelet pattern mining algorithms can be applied
to quickly locate graph changes in time-variant graphs. The
reason why we use the graph statistic method is that we can
find the location of graph-shapelets and return to graphs after
discovering graph-shapelets. By using this method, we can
speed up the search time and save the graph information since
we only use a segment of a time-variant graph.
Example 3: In Fig. 2, the statistics of vertices and edges in
graphs g(1)i , g
(2)
i , · · · , g(m)i are 7, 5, · · · , 6 respectively. Thus,
a corresponding time series {7, 5, · · · , 6} can be explored.
Note that, we use the sum of the statistical information of the
vertices and edges (i.e., K(j)ti ) when transforming a graph in a
time-variant graph to a numerical value in the corresponding
time-series
C. Graph-Shapelet Pattern Candidates
All sub-time-variant graphs are potential graph-shapelet
candidates. The maximum similarity of a candidate to all
training sequences can be used for graph prediction by rank-
ing the similarity of a candidate w.r.t. a testing time-variant
graph. To find graph-shapelet patterns, the algorithm needs to
generate potential sub-time-variant graphs as candidates and
to locate the one, which has maximum similarity w.r.t. other
subsequences from the candidate sub-time-variant graphs.
Algorithm 1 shows the detailed procedures for finding sub-
time-variant graph candidates from time-variant graphs. Given
a time-variant graph database G with a user-defined graph-
shapelet length l. In Algorithm 1, line 1 converts time-variant
graph set G to a time series D based on the number of vertices
and edges in each graph. Specifically, it calculates K(j)ti based
on Nn(g
(j)
i ) and Ne(g
(j)
i ) in G. Thus, we can obtain the
corresponding time series D. Then the algorithm generates
all candidates within a sliding window (lines 3-6). Line 4 is
to divides an input time series into a sequence of discrete
segments by using a sliding window. The sliding window
algorithm works by anchoring the left point of a potential
segment at the first data point of a time series, then attempts
to approximate the data to the right with increasing longer
segments of length l. Line 7 mines shapelets from time series
D. The most straightforward way for finding the shapelet is
using the brute-force method. Given the time series D and the
user-defined maximum and minimum lengths of the shapelet,
we first generate all of the segments with length l. Then
the algorithm checks how well each segment can separate D
in class A (outbreak) and class B (non-outbreak). For each
shapelet candidate, the algorithm calculates the information
gain [20] achieved if using that candidate to separate the
data. The algorithm returns the candidates with the highest
information gain as shapelets. The reason we use an exhaustion
method for finding shapelets is that the transformed time series
from the time-variant graph is short so that the search space is
low. Thus, the simple yet efficient brute-force shapelet search
algorithm is applicable in this case. Since the shapelet mining
method can return the locations of shapelets, we find the same
locations from the time-variant graph to discover the graph-
shapelet (lines 9-12).
D. Finding Graph-Shapelet Patterns
Graph-shapelet patterns can be found from the generated
sub-time-variant graph candidates. To calculate graph-shapelet
patterns from sub-time-variant graphs, time-variant graphs are
converted to transformation sequences so that edit similarity
Algorithm 2 GraphSequenceCompiler
Input:
G′: time-variant graph candidates;
Output:
ts: graph transformation sequences;
1: ts← ∅;
2: for each gi ∈ G′ do
3: for each g(j)i ∈ gi do
4: Represent g(j)i to Vv+,Vv−, Ee+, Ee− follow Strate-
gies 1, 2;
5: k ← 1
6: for each v in Vv+ do
7: ts← ts⋃ v+(j,k++)id(v) ; // Get the insertion vertices
set
8: end for
9: for each (v, v′) in Ee+ do
10: ts ← ts⋃ e+(j,k++)(id(v),id(v′)); // Get the insertion
edges set
11: end for
12: for each (v, v′) in Ee− do
13: ts ← ts⋃ e−(j,k++)(id(v),id(v′)); // Get the deletion
edges set
14: end for
15: for each v in Vv− do
16: ts← ts⋃ v−(j,k++)id(v) ; // Get the deletion vertices
set
17: end for
18: end for
19: end for
20: return ts
can be used as the measure. The transformation sequences
between two graphs in a given time-variant graph can be
represented by a series of operations, e.g., vertex and edge
insertions and deletions based on Strategy 1 and Strategy
2. According to the time-variant graph representation, an
algorithm to compile G = {gi|gi = 〈g(1)i · · · g(m)i } to a set
of transformation sequences ts(G) = {ts(gi)|gi ∈ G} is
summarized in Algorithm 2.
To obtain the graph transformation sequence ts in Algo-
rithm 2, we first represent each two successive graphs in the
time-variant graph G as transformation sequences. Strategy
2 indicates that there are four operations (vertex insertion,
vertex deletion, edge insertion and edge deletion) between two
successive graphs. Strategy 1 limits the order of the operations
to ensure a unique transformation sequence. For example,
for the graph sequence < g(2)i g
(3)
i > shown in Fig. 2, the
transformation sequence can be < v+(2,1)5 , e+
(2,2)
(2,5), e+
(3,3)
(3,5) >
or < e+(2,2)(2,5), v+
(2,1)
5 , e+
(3,3)
(3,5) > if we do not follow Strategy
1. Therefore, the procedure basically follows Strategies 1 and
2 to convert graph sequences (line 4). Then, the vertex and
edge insertions are appended to the transformation sequences,
as shown on lines 6-8 and 9-11 respectively. After that, vertex
and edge deletions are carried out on lines 12-14 and 15-17
respectively, with the changes appended to the transformation
sequences.
Algorithm 3 Graph-shapelet Pattern Classifier
Input:
G: a set of n time-variant graphs;
l: Length of the graph-shapelets;
Output:
Lt: The label of a test time-variant graph gt;
// Training Phase:
1: graph shapelt← ∅;
2: candidates← SubTVG(G, l); // Algorithm 1
3: max sim← 0;
4: ts← GraphSequenceCompiler(candidates); // Algorithm
2
5: for each tsi ∈ ts do
6: di ←
∑
j Sim(tsi, tsj), tsj ∈ ts(i 6= j);
7: if di > max sim then
8: max sim← di;
9: graph shapelets← tsi;
10: end if
11: end for
// Test Phase:
12: ts(gt)← GraphSequenceCompiler(gt); // Algorithm 2
13: for each graph shapelet in graph shapelets do
14: calculate Sim(graph shapelet, gt);
15: end for
16: Lt is the label with maximum similarity;
17: return Lt
Example 4: In the graph sequence 〈g(2)i g(3)i 〉 given in Fig. 2,
the insertion of vertex ID 5 and edge insertions (2, 5) and
(3, 5) from g(2)i to g
(3)
i , result in the transformation sequences,
i.e., v+(2,1)5 , e+
(2,2)
(2,5), e+
(2,3)
(3,5).
E. Classification with Graph-Shapelet Patterns
Fig. 3 gives an example of finding two graph-shapelet
patterns for a binary classification problem, and the algorithm
details are summarized in Algorithm 3. First, the algorithm
calls SubTVG() to generate all graph-shapelet pattern candi-
dates (line 2) and calls function GraphSequenceCompiler()
to generate graph transformation sequence for each gener-
ated sub-time-variant graph candidate (line 4). The similarity
between each generated sub-time-variant graph and all time-
variant graphs in each class (line 6) is calculated, and the sub-
time-variant graphs with maximum similarity are selected as
the graph-shapelet patterns, and the transformation sequences
used as classification features (lines 7-10).
Whenever a test time-variant graph arrives, the algorithm
converts it to transformation sequences and computes the
distance between the test transformation sequences and fea-
tures selected for different classes by using Edit Similarity
(Definition 5). The output label of the test graph is the same
as the label of the graph-shapelet pattern, which has maximum
similarity to the test time-variant graphs (lines 12-17).
The proposed method is inspired by shapelet features in
a time series. Since the difference between time series and
time-variant graphs is that the time-variant graph is consti-
tuted by a graph at each time point instead of a numerical
value, it is reasonable that we convert the given time-variant
graphs to time series. As we find graph-shapelets based on
the shapelets from converted time series, the graph-shapelet
patterns are a discriminative segment in the time-variant graph.
Consequently, we can only consider the graph-shapelet instead
of the whole graph sequence.
F. Time Complexity Analysis
The proposed graph-shapelet pattern based time-variant
graph classification algorithm consists of (1) converting time-
variant graphs to graph transformation sequences, and (2) find-
ing frequent transformation subsequences as graph-shapelet
patterns for classification. We assume m is the length of the
query time-variant graphs, l is the length of the graph-shapelet
pattern, r is the average length of the transformation sequences
between two graphs, and n is the size of the time-variant graph
data set. The algorithm first transfers time-variant graphs to
time series, which scans each graph (length is m) over all the
time-variant graph samples (length is n). Then, the algorithm
extracts segments with length l (the same length with graph-
shapelet patterns) to find shapelets from the time series.
Therefore, the time complexity for graph-shapelet mining is
O(ml ∗ n). After finding the graph-shapelets, the algorithm
generates the corresponding graph transformation sequences.
Since the algorithm generates every possible operation in
the transformation sequences one by one, the entire graph
classification time complexity is O(mrl ∗ n).
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Data sets
1) Synthetic Time-Variant Graph Data: In our experiments,
we first create synthetic information propagation to validate
algorithm performance on data with known groundtruth prop-
erties. We use a well-known model, namely Small World [54],
to generate synthetic information propagation graphs for test-
ing and comparison. This model generates a ring of N vertices
where each vertex is connected to its α nearest neighbors in the
ring (α/2 on each side, which means α must be even). Then,
for each edge in the graph, the target vertex with probability p
is rewired. The rewired edge cannot be a duplicate or self-loop.
In particular, we set α = 4 and p = 0.1 in our experiments
for synthetic time-variant graph generation. After generating
the first graph g(0)0 , we simulate the propagation from g
(0)
0
to generate the other graphs in the first time-variant graph
sequence g0 using the following method. First, we randomly
select a root vertex r with a non-zero out-degree from g(0)0 .
The vertex r is then added to the initially empty list I and all
outgoing edges (r; s) are added to the initially empty first-in-
first-out (FIFO) queue, where the first element added to the
queue will be the first one to be removed. We choose an edge
from the candidate set each time and calculate the time delay
for the edge until the time delay exceeds a given time window
(we use [0,1000] as the time window). When calculating
time delay of propagation, we follow a power-law distribution
exponent β = 1.5, which corresponds to the power-law degree
exponent of the Weibo network. Finally, we separate graph
g
(1)
0 , · · · , g(i)0 with time delay 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600
and 700 (e.g., we form the first graph in a time-variant graph
when the propagation time delay is 100). Thus, the average
length in the synthetic data is 7 since we have 7 graphs in
each time-variant graph. The whole data set is generated by
repeating the above steps to generate 200 graph sequences.
If the number of vertices in a graph sequence is more than
100 (a user-defined threshold based on the characteristics of
the data set), we label it as an outbreak class, otherwise as a
non-outbreak class. The learning task is to predict whether a
time-variant graph will be an outbreak or not.
2) Real-World Time-Variant Graph Data: We evaluate the
performance of the proposed method on two real-world data
sets, including phone call graph obtained from MIT [55] and
information propagation graph data crawled from Sina Weibo,
which is one of the biggest social media platforms of China.
Akin to a hybrid of Twitter and Facebook, Weibo users can
post messages, and upload pictures and videos for sharing
in real-time. Users can also comment and forward posted
messages
The phone call time-variant graph contains the dynamics
of 75 students/faculty members in the MIT Media Labora-
tory, and 25 incoming students at the MIT Sloan Business
School adjacent to the Media Laboratory. The experiment
was designed to study community dynamics (classified as
personal behavior or interpersonal interactions), by tracking
a sufficient number of people using their personal mobile
phones. In our experiments, a unique ID is assigned to each
person participating in the communication and an edge links
two persons if they communicate via phone call in a day. In
this way, we obtain a daily graph g(j). According to the daily
vertex degree (threshold is set to 5), each person is either a
hub person or a non-hub person. A person with a high vertex
degree is considered to be a hub person in the community.
We obtain a set of weekly time-variant graph data, i.e., G,
and the total number of weeks (number of sequences) is 40.
We randomly sample |V | = (1 ∼ 20) persons, and assign
the label 1 if the weekly phone call includes a hub person
(i.e., a hub person usually triggers interpersonal interactions),
otherwise the label 0 is applied. The average length of each
sequence is 7. The Weibo time-variant graph data set is
obtained from a research community in Weibo by crawling
200 Weibo message propagations from a research community
within one month. We sample 50 users and assign each of
them a vertex ID (varying from 1 to 50). The propagation
of the information from users follows a temporal order. At
each time point, all vertices reached by the Weibo message
form a graph. For a new Weibo message, the forwarding
re-forwarding propagation graphs collected in a time period
form a time-variant graph (i.e. a time-variant graph), and our
learning goal is to use these time-variant graphs to predict
whether the time-variant graph for a new Weibo message will
break out or not. In our experiments, we obtain 200 time-
variant graphs from the propagation of 200 Weibo messages at
different time periods, and the average length of each sequence
is 15. We define a time-variant graph as an outbreak if the total
number of vertices is more than 100.
B. Experimental Settings
1) Baseline Approaches: Because no existing approaches
are available for time-variant graph classification, we com-
pare the proposed graph-shapelet patterns based algorithm
(gShapelet for short) with the following benchmark methods
in terms of prediction accuracy and running time to evaluate
classification performance.
• Frequent subsequence based method. This type of
method converts all the training time-variant graphs to
graph transformation sequences and discovers frequent
subsequences as features for classification. This method
resembles the work in [52], the difference being that [52]
does not consider classification problems.
• Frequent subgraph based method. Because we cannot
obtain stable subgraphs from time-variant graphs, we
mine frequent subgraphs from the last graph in a time-
variant graph as features via gSpan [35], a well used
frequent subgraph method.
• gShapelet n. When a time-variant graph is transformed
into a univariate time series, gShapelet n counts the
number of vertices as statistical magnitude.
• gShapelet e. To transform a time-variant graph into a
univariate time series, gShapelet e counts the number of
edges as statistical magnitude.
2) Evaluation Measures: We randomly select 60% time-
variant graphs for training, and the remaining time-variant
graphs are used for testing. When using frequent subsequence
or subgraph based methods, we need to set the support thresh-
old σ. Given a set of data G = {gi|gi = 〈g(1)i · · · g(mi)i 〉}, a
support value σ of a transformation subsequence and subgraph
in graph sequence g′ are defined as
σ =
|{gi|gi ∈ G, ts(g′) v ts(gi)}|
|G| for subsequences,
σ =
|{gi|gi ∈ G, g′ v gi}|
|G| for subgraphs.
C. Experimental Results
The four algorithms are compared under different observa-
tion lengths of the time-variant graphs, i.e., 20%, 40%, 60%,
80% and 100% in each time-variant graph. In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6,
we report the algorithm performance in terms of classification
accuracy and running time, respectively.
1) Effectiveness Results: The results in Fig. 5 show that
classification accuracy increases with respect to observation
time, and the results tend to be stable as the time elapses. This
is mainly because more vertices are observed which leads to
more accurate shapelet or subsequence or subgraph patterns.
Once the participant length reaches 60%, the algorithms are
likely to find the best graph-shapelet patterns, so the accuracy
tends to become stable. These results imply that graph-shapelet
patterns can be used for early prediction.
As we can observe from Fig. 5, the graph-shapelet based
approaches have comparable accuracy with the subsequence-
based method and perform much better than the subgraph-
based method. This is because the subsequence-based method
mines frequent features from the entire time-variant graphs.
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Fig. 5. Accuracy comparisons with respect to different time stages on both synthetic and real-world time-variant graph data sets.
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Fig. 6. The average CPU time with respect to different time stages on both synthetic and real-world time-variant graph data sets.
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Fig. 7. Comparisons with varying graph-shapelet length on both synthetic and real-world time-variant graph data sets.
This kind of approach ensures classification accuracy, but it
requires more running time. The graph-shapelet based methods
first find discriminative segments from the time-variant graphs,
and then find features from the segments instead of the whole
time-variant graphs. This method results in a significant reduc-
tion in running time. Consequently, as with on-line and off-
line methods, accuracy is traded for running time performance,
especially on large-scale data sets. Our aim is to make the pro-
posed methods more efficient under comparable accuracy. The
proposed graph-shapelet methods outperform the subgraph-
based method because the latter does not consider the temporal
correlations during subgraph mining, and the distance between
subgraph patterns may change irregularly over time.
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Fig. 8. Two graph transformation sequences extracted from the MIT phone
call time-variant graph data. The symbol “N” represents a normal (non-hub)
person and “H” represents a hub person. The first graph sequence shows
weekly phone call time-variant graph data contain a hub person, while the
second graph sequence shows all the participants as normal persons.
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Fig. 9. An example of a message propagated in a Sina Weibo time-variant graph. At each propagation stage, the diffusion (including reached vertices and
propagation edges) constitutes a graph. The propagation of the message in temporal order will form a set of temporally related graphs. Each Weibo propagation
is regraded as a time-variant graph.
2) Efficiency Results: Fig. 6 shows the running time of the
methods, where a subgraph-based method has the lowest run-
ning time while a subsequence-based method is the most time
consuming. The reason is that subsequence-base method needs
to search the entire time-variant graphs to find discriminative
substructures whereas the subgraph-based method only mines
frequent subgraphs from a single graph. There is no significant
difference among gShapelet, gShapelet n and gShapelet e,
because the only difference in these three methods is when
transforming a time-variant graph into a univariate time series.
The classification accuracy and running time results show
that the graph-shapelet pattern based method has higher ac-
curacy and lower running time than other methods. This is
because graph-shapelet pattern based methods consider the
transformation relationships between changing graphs, and
graph-shapelet patterns are able to learn the discriminative
structures of data belonging to different classes. In addition,
graph-shapelet patterns are usually much shorter than the
original time series, which avoids comparisons being made
on the entire data set and results in more efficient running
time performance.
3) Analysis of gShapelet Algorithm: Fig. 7 shows the
results of gShapelet using both vertices and edges as the graph
statistics, respectively compared to gShapelet n only using
vertices as the graph statistics and gShapelet e only using
edges as the graph statistics, with respect to various graph-
shapelet pattern lengths. We observe that the highest classifica-
tion accuracy is achieved when len is 6, 4, 6 for the Synthetic,
MIT, and Weibo time-variant graph data, respectively.
Fig. 8 shows a simple yet interesting example extracted
from the MIT phone call time-variant graph data. In the
first sequence, “normal” (non-hub) persons 1 and 2 connect
with hub person 2, which leads to an increased number of
participants. On the other hand, communications generated by
“normal” persons have a relatively stable number of users.
This implies that the first sequence is likely to contain inter-
esting information, and the potential graph-shapelet patterns
can be explored from the corresponding graph transformation
sequence.
VI. DISCUSSION
Intuitively, since the outbreak of an information propagation
graph is justified by the number of vertices influenced by the
propagation, alert readers may wonder why we transfer time
variant-graphs as transformation sequences and further identify
graph-shapelet patterns for classification, or why we do not
directly use the change in the number of vertices as features for
classification. Our hypothesis is that outbreak in information
propagation is driven by some special graph structure, rather
than simply being determined by vertices which have a large
number of degrees. Indeed, an information propagation may
not be outbreak even if it reaches some vertices with very
high degrees (i.e. popular users). This is consistent with the
research in [56], which observe that information propagation is
not mainly spread by vertices with a large number of degrees;
rather, it is spread by vertices with a medium number of
degrees.
To further validate our hypothesis, we use a real-world case
study from Weibo time-variant graph data to demonstrate the
discovered graph-shapelet patterns. Fig. 9 is an example of
outbreak information propagation which was crawled every
half an hour. The Weibo time-variant graph information prop-
agation concerns a news message propagated in a University
community regarding an interesting institutional documentary.
At different stages, the propagation of the news forms vari-
ant graphs. The diffusion of one message in a propagation
stage constitutes one time-variant graph, and the diffusion
of messages in the community forms a time-variant graph
dataset. The message diffusion includes outbreak and non-
outbreak time-variant graphs, and our aim is to classify each
information propagation graph record into the correct class
(outbreak vs. non-outbreak). A naive method of predicting
time-variant graph outbreak is to count the volume of vertices,
but the time-variant graph is not only influenced by the vertices
but by the structures connecting the vertices, such as who
is sending the message, who resends the message, when the
message is sent or resent, etc., which is precisely captured
by time-variant graphs. The general graph classification uses
each graph separately in a certain period to discover features.
In reality, a diffusion graph will influence subsequent graphs.
For time-variant graph classification, we consider the variation
between different graphs. Because a graph-shapelet pattern
denotes the transformation of vertices and edges between dif-
ferent graphs, it can inherently capture the vertex information,
structure information, and temporal variation graphs, for time-
variant graph classification.
Fig. 9 shows an example of the mined graph-shapelet
patterns. This graph-shapelet pattern example represents the
outbreak class and demonstrates that a time-variant graph tends
to be outbreak if there is a sequence of special vertex and edge
insertions, such as vertex PKU and edge (PKU news, PKU)
which represents Peiking Universality.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we formulated a new time-variant graph
classification task and proposed the use of graph-shapelet pat-
terns as features to represent time-variant graphs for learning
and classification. We argued that existing graph classifica-
tion methods are all based on static settings, where training
graphs are assumed to be independent of one another and the
structure of each graph remains unchanged. In reality, many
applications involve data with dynamic changing structures.
Accordingly, a time-variant graph can be used to represent
a sequence of graphs and capture the dynamic evolution of
the underlying object. The inherent structural dependency
and temporal correlations of the time-variant graphs raise
significant challenges, and we advocated a graph-shapelet
pattern concept to detect significant changes in the time-variant
graph as features. By using graph-shapelet patterns to convert a
time-variant graph as a tokenized sequence, we can effectively
calculate the distance between two time-variant graphs for
classification. Experiments on synthetic and real-world data
demonstrated that our method is much more accurate than
traditional subgraph feature based approaches.
The key innovation of the paper compared to existing work
in the area is threefold: (1) a new time-variant graph learning
task to model dynamic changes in structured data; (2) a unique
graph-shapelet pattern as a feature for capturing the structural
and temporal dependency of graphs; and (3) a fast time-variant
graph classification model using structure features and edit
similarity.
Although our proposed graph-shapelet features and al-
gorithms for classifying time-variant graphs achieve faster
running time and high accuracy, some limitations exist that
need improvement in the future work: 1) the approach of
converting a time-variant graph to a time-series has rooms for
improvement; and 2) the proposed algorithm, based on edit
similarity, is a straightforward solution for graph classification
problems, however more state-of-the-art graph classification
algorithms could be applied to achieve a better and faster
performance, such as graph boosting (gboost) method. This
work inspires some interesting directions for future work: 1)
the problem could be further extended by considering the
graph structure when converting a time-variant graph to a
time series; and 2) correlations of subgraphs could assist graph
stream classification or incremental subgraph features.
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